ABSTRACT. An isolated singularity of an embedded submanifold can be topologically smoothed if and only if a certain obstruction element in 'fT. (MG) vanishes, where G is the group of the normal bundle. In fact this obstruction lies in a certain subgroup which is referred to here as the unstable G-bordism group. In this paper some of the unstable SO-bordism groups are computed; the obstruction to smoothing the complex cone on an oriented sub manifold Xc cpn at 00 is computed in terms of the characteristic numbers of X. Examples of nonsmoothable complex cone singularities are given using these computations.
by definition the transverse intersection aB n (V\ {p}) where B is a small ball about p in W. We say that the singularity at p is "smoothable" if L bounds some manifold which is contained in B. Since L is always the boundary of the manifold V \ {interior of B} the smoothability of p is not simply a question of whether L represents zero in the appropriate bordism group. The question of smoothability is unstable in the sense that it depends upon the codimension of L in aBo Depending on the structure we require on the normal bundle of the link L in aB we obtain the notions of G-smoothability and unstable G-bordism where G = 0, SO, U, Sp, etc.
In this paper we restrict our attention to the case G = SO. We compute some of the unstable oriented bordism groups and then calculate the obstruction element for h a certain class of isolated singularities. More precisely, if X ..... CP(k) is an embedding of a real oriented k dimensional manifold in complex projective k space, we calculate the obstruction to smoothing the singularity of the complex cone ex C CP(k + 1) in terms of characteristic numbers of h. The results are applied to give examples of non smooth able complex cone singularities and to extend results obtained by E. Rees and E. Thomas [8] for the case G = U. t. Preliminaries. In this section we make precise the notions of smoothing isolated singularities and of unstable oriented bordism groups. We show that the obstruction to smoothing an isolated singularity of an oriented manifold is an element of an unstable oriented bordism group.
Throughout this paper all manifolds are assumed to be smooth and oriented. 1.1. DEFINITION In each of the above theorems, when the group A' 1 = 0 we can immediately deduce from l.4 a corollary about smoothing isolated singularities; namely that all codimension-k isolated singularities in n + 1 manifolds are orientably smoothable.
The proofs of 2.1 and 2.2 are rather involved; we give an outline of the methods used over the couse of this and the next two sections. First note that the fact that A' 1 = 0 if n .;;; 2k -1 is merely a reinterpretation of well-known results of R. Thorn on oriented bordism groups; this will become more clear as we go along. The reinterpretation of A' 1 in terms of the homotopy groups of Thorn spaces requires some notation. Now for each k let a k : Mk --> QMk+ I denote the adjoint map to b k ; we obtain by composition a map which we denote by a:
By standard arguments we may assume that the map" a" is a fibration; we use Fk to denote its fiber. We then have the fibration
PROOF. The Thom-Pontryagin construction gives a 1-1 correspondence between the two sets. We define the group structure on An k so that it gives an isomorphism of groups.
In view of 2.4 and the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration 2.3( 1) above, [7] . In §4 we complete the outline of the proofs of 2.1 and 2.2.
3. A spectral sequence for the cohomology of iterated loop spaces. We give a method for obtaining information about the cohomology of the Nth iterated loop space Q,NX of a space X. More precisely we exhibit a spectral sequence which converges to a natural filtration of H*(Q,NX). This spectral sequence is valid in a "metastable" range of dimensions depending on the connectivity of Q,Nx. In the case of field coefficients the E 2 -term is computed enabling in particular a description of H*(Q,NX; Z2) in terms of the action of the Steenrod squares on H*(X).
During the subsequent discussion X denotes an N + k -1 connected space where
Results stated without specific mention of a coefficient ring are valid for arbitrary coefficients. The letter A will be used for a field of characteristic 
Moreover if u E Hi(Y) and v E HJ(Y) then
PROOF. The existence of a "8" such that the sequence is exact is proved in Whitehead [9] . The sequence above as obtained by Whitehead is natural so it is enough to show that 8 can be chosen satisfying (*) when Y is a product of Eilenberg-Mac Lane spaces. This is fairly straighforward and is left to the reader. 
COROLLARY. Let X be
, and is the map 8:
The above corollary is proved by applying the Whitehead theorem repeatedly for y = ot X, t = 1, 2, .... This exact couple gives rise as usual to a spectral sequence:
Here Fr,s = aSHr(ON-sX).
The above theorem gives for n ..;; 3(k -1) a filtration:
to which the spectral sequence converges. Hence we obtain information about H*(ONX) in terms of H*(OX 1\ OX).
We now turn our attention to obtaining more specific results when the coefficient ring is a field. In this case
so the first differential can be identified with an automophism of the vector space ~ HP(X) ® Hq(X). Property (*) of the map 8 (see 3.1) can then be used to compute d I' A close examination of the exact couple lattice then allows all the differentials to be computed. We obtain the following results when A is a field of characteristic =1= 2: The results corresponding to the above theorems in the case of Z2 coefficients are obtained in a similar manner but are made more complicated by the involvement of the Steenrod squares. To give an idea how they arise we give a more explicit proof of the "Z2 version" of 3.5, leaving the reader to fill in the details of the Z2 version of 3. 
1). Then the kernel of the map at: H S (X,Z2) -> H s -t (gtX;Z2) is 6j)s,(t-I)/2.
PROOF. We proceed by induction on t; for t = 1 the result follows from the Whitehead exact sequence (see 3.1). We assume the result for positive integers less than t, and examine a portion of the exact couple lattice:
HS(X)
(J~
HS-I(gX)
for some u, v E H*(X) (exactness in 3.1). But
0= 8(a t -I x) = 8(a t -I u)· (at-Iv»
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (by 3.1(*)); this happens only when u = v, hence at-Ix = (at-Iu)z = Sqs/Z-t+l U. 3.6) .
Deducing the cohomology of Fk from the above theorems is a matter of examining the Serre exact sequence of the fibration Fk ~ Mk ~ fl( k) together with the following commutative diagram:
Here b is obtained by composing the structure maps of the Thorn spectrum, 
THEOREM. Let Fk be the fiber of a: MSO(k) -> fl(k) and suppose k;;. 5. Then
k == 0(4) k == 1(4) k == 2(4) k == 3(4) 'lT2k + 1(Fk ) "" Z2. Z2. Z2' Z2 'lT2k + 2 ( Fk ) "" Z2 EEl Z2, Z4.
Z2. Z2
'lT2k+3( Fk ) "" Z2 EEl Z4 EEl Z4 EEl Z4. Z2 EEl Z2 EEl Z, Z2 EEl Z2 EEl Z4. Z2 EEl Z2 EEl Z The methods outlined above actually give more than simply the groups in 4.6 and 4.7, they also allow determination of the generators of those groups in most cases. 
{h} E'lTnCF). Then (Tx,g*[sn+I])= (x, h*[snl) for any x EHn(F).
Here The group A~k+ I ;:;; 'lTZk+I(Fk)/Ima can now be deduced from the following result of Massey and Peterson (see [6] ).
LEMMA (MASSEY AND PETERSON). Let M n be a compact connected oriented manifold with n > 2 such that the normal Stiefel-Whitney class
Since examples are also given in [6] where w 2 w n _ Z [M n ] '* 0 when n = 2' + 1 and n = 2'+ I we can combine 4.9 and 4.10 to obtain Theorem 2.1. Theorem 2.2 can also be obtained as outlined here.
Complex cone singularities.

DEFINITION. Let
Suppose f: X ~ P n is an embedding of a manifold X of real codimension k. We form the complex cone on X (complex lines through X to 00) in P n + l , obtaining Cj: CX ~ P n + I' Note that (CX, 00, Cf) is a codimension-k isolated singularity in P n + I'
We say that (CX, 00, Cf) is the complex cone singularity determined by the pair (X, f). We write leX, f) for the obstruction element i:(CX, 00, C/). Thus leX, f) E A~n+ I is the obstruction to smoothing CX at 00 in P n + I'
In this section we calculate the complex cone obstruction when n = k, that is when b: X ~ P k is an embedding of a manifold of real dimension k. Since P k may be taken as the 2k-skeleton of a K(Z, 2) (Eilenberg-Mac Lane space), b corresponds to an element (still denoted b) of H2(X; Z). We also denote its reduction modulo 2 by bE H\X;Z2) ' The obstruction I( X, b) E A~k+ I, which is Z2 unless k + 1 or k + 2 is a power of 2, in which case N/+I = 0 (see 2.1). Thus if k + 1 or k + 2 is a power of 2
We proceed to calculate the mod 2 integer I( X, b). In the following theorems hence ex is orientably smoothable.
We now give a breif outline of the essential ideas used in the proofs of 5.2 and 5.3. The essential tool is the complex bordism theory MSO*, in particular MSO*(P k ). To use it we need the following lemmas. (1) In particular we have f(k,Z)' f and fn induced by WZwkU, U and wnU respectively. From the Cartan formula we deduce the following formulae:
5.12. REMARK. Since License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 6. Examples. The results of the previous section give examples and general cases of orient ably smoothable complex cone singularities. A natural quesion to ask is whether all complex cone singularities are orientably smoothable. The answer to this question is no. In this section we give some examples of nonsmoothable complex cone singularities.
We first consider the case k = 2n. We know that if n + 1 is a power of 2, all isolated singularites of codimension k in a 2k + 2 manifold are smoothable (because A2kH 1 = 0 in this case). Moreover 5.2 says that if n is even all complex cone singularities are orientably smoothable. We exhibit examples of nonsmoothable cone singularities in the other cases, that is when n is odd and n + 1 is not a power of 2.
6.1. PROPOSITION. Let k = 2n with n odd and n + 1 not a power of 2. Let i = 2' be the lowest power of2 occurring in the dyadic expansion of n + 1, and b: Pi X P n -i = X -> P k be the algebraic projection of the Segre embedding.
Then the complex cone ex c PH 1 is not orientably smoothable. We now turn to the case where k is odd. Here our information on complex cone singularities is not as complete. We do know (see 5. 3) that if k + 1 is a power of 2 then all codimension-k isolated singularities in 2k + 2 manifolds are smoothable.
We are also able to obtain examples of nonsmoothable complex cone singularities when k = 2 s + Note. An embedding b as above exists by virtue of results of Haefliger [5] . Our results can also be used to extend somewhat results of E. Rees and E. Thomas in [8] . Using complex cobordism theory in place of oriented cobordism theory Rees and Thomas define, for an isolated singularity whose link has a complex normal bundle, an obstruction to smoothing it with complex structure preserved. This obstruction lies in 7T *( MU( n» for some n which depends on the dimensions involved. Note that the obstruction to orientably smoothing the same isolated singularity, as we have defined it, can be thought of as lying in 7T *( MSO(2n ». It is not hard to check that the standard map 7T *(MU(n» --> 7T *(MSO(2n» carries one obstruction element to the other. Close examination of the generators of 7T 4n + 1 (MU(n» given in [8] then gives the following result. 
